WEAR PARTS

Wear parts when you need them.
Wherever you are.

Heel Shrouds

Internal Liner

Wing Shrouds

For added wear protection in extreme service,
weld on heel shrouds are fitted to your
bucket. Available to suit all applications in a
vast range of sizes.

Heavy duty internal liners protect your bucket
by adding strips of wear plate to the inside
radius, reducing wear life though a “rock
boxing” effect.

Designed to protect heavy duty digging
buckets, pin on wing shrouds give full
protection of the side lips. These are ideal
for quarry and mining applications.

Pin on Replaceable
Lip Shrouds
ECH heavy duty buckets are supplied with
mechanical lip shrouds to fully protect the
bucket lip. These are easily changed when
required. They come in a range of styles
to suit most heavy duty cutting edges.
Ideal for heavy wearing applications in the
quarry and mining industries.

Feurst Teeth
ECH are the exclusive Australasian
distributor for the Feurst range of
products. Feurst are GET innovators
supplying the Fastkey, Sidekey and
Turnkey ranges. These ranges are the first
wear parts using bi-component synthetic
resin, a true revolution. With their superior
metallurgy, Feurst teeth outlast most
others and feature the best pin retention
systems on the market. With a large range
of styles and sizes there are Feurst teeth
to suit every application.

WEAR RESISTANCE

Wear parts when you need

ech.com.au

Wear parts to suit
a huge range of
manufacturer styles

ECH Style
The ECH tooth is recognized for its wide
range of applications, ease of use and
cost effectiveness.

Hensley Style
ECH have a large range with many
different styles of Hensley Parabolic teeth
and pins available.

Caterpillar Style
A large range of Caterpillar style teeth to suit
your required application.

ESCO Style

Daewoo Style
Wide range of standard teeth pins and
retainers available including twin tigers for
better penetration and digging performance.

Feurst

Available in a range of conical styles including
rippers, teeth pins and retainers.

The ultimate extra hard wearing, long lasting,
tight fit design. Ideal for a range of applications
including excavation, dredging and mining.

Hyundai Style

Komatsu Style

Available in standard digging styles with pins
and retainers.

Wide range of teeth pins and retainers to
suit from small to large machines.

Pins &
Locks
Miscellaneous

Teeth, pins and retainers to suit your mid to
large range machines. Available in standard
digging styles.

ECH stock a vast range of extras including pin
bushes, pin removal tools, side cutters, clear
bars, compaction caps and adaptor plugs.

Custom casting for just about any requirement
ECH provide custom castings for specialist applications across all industries including:
Pug Mill Paddle Tips, Grizzly Bars, Chute Liners, Hammers and much more. Let our design team
assist you in converting your expensive fabricated components into low cost custom castings.
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ECH has a
massive range
of all shapes and
sizes to suit all
your GET needs.

CUSTOM
CASTING

Samsung Style

WEAR PARTS TO SUIT

d them. Wherever you are.

Including half arrow edges.
These purpose manufactured
edges are hard wearing for
extreme applications.

Cylinders

The cast pitman arms’ strong
rigid design, complete with two
teflon coated glacial bush and
grease nipples to reduce friction
for tough applications.

Hydraulic universal fit and left/
right style cylinders are readily
available for next day delivery.
ECH cylinders are easily replaced
on most 4 in 1 models.

Waste & Landfill Compactor Caps

Loader Edges

Heat treated and plain carbon
edges are available in a range
of sizes.

A wide range of edges are on
hand to suit most loaders in
the field.

Edges

Replacement Pins,
Bushes & Seals

Built for wear, ECH edges are
heat treated in a range of lengths
and widths to suit your bucket.
Bolt on edges are also available.

GR8

Pitman
Arms

Grader Blades

The best cleat for compaction, traction and wear life. The GR8 cap is
easily replaceable using a patented retaining system.

A full range of spare parts are
available to suit your ECH
4 in 1 bucket.

Composite Wear Block
Many sizes and shapes are available.
For extreme wearing applications.

Nuts & Bolts
ECH has an extensive range
of plow bolts and nuts made
from high quality alloy steel
heat treated to Grade 12.0
mechanical properties.

Shims
Available from 25mm to 120mm Internal
Diameter in thicknesses of 1mm, 1.6mm
& 3.0mm

Proudly Distributed by:

Call 1800 448 247
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HARDWARE

Single Bevel

4 in 1 BUCKET
PARTS

Double bevel, fully reversible
heat treated edges are available
in a range of length to suit
your needs. Custom edges are
available on request.

OTHER
PRODUCTS

Bolt on

CUTTING
EDGES

ECH stock a range of loader edges for a huge range of makes and models.

